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Introduction
Overlay control is one of the major challenges for advanced semiconductor

manufacturing because it is one of the key contributors to the critical

dimension uniformity budget. On-product overlay (OPO) control is built upon

a balanced approach of wafer alignment and overlay metrology. The typical

overlay control method is feedback (FB), which is based on the dedicated layer

metrology overlay data from previous lots. When a lot suffers process-changes

at previous stages, such as chemical mechanical polish (CMP) split, FB-only

method may cause the current layer overlay out of spec and large lot-to-lot

(L2L) variation. Overlay feedforward (FF) control is an effective way to

improve L2L variation and mainly correct the random errors from previous

stages. In this study, a BEOL immersion layer n was used to study OPO

improvement, including alignment optimization and overlay run-to-run (R2R)

control simulation. Residual overlay performance indicator (ROPI) and

decorrected overlay budget breakdown were utilized to explore the root cause

of L2L overlay variation. HOWA3 was adapted to minimize wafer alignment

variation and swirl fingerprints impaction. Based on the unique alignment and

overlay tree of the studied layer n, three overlay R2R control simulations

including of correction FF, decorrection fingerprint (FP) FF mode and FB-only

were studied to improve OPO and L2L variation.

Experiment
A BEOL immersion layer n was used to study OPO improvement. All

wafers with the diameter 300 mm were exposed on an ASML TWINSCAN

immersion scanner. Diffraction based overlay (DBO) was used to characterize

overlay performance. The DBO measurement was performed on ASML Yield

star 375. Overlay model is correction-per-exposure (CPE) with 19 terms.

Results and Discussions
A. ROPI & overlay trend chart and budget breakdown

Fig. 1 shows the layer n trend plot of ROPI and measured overlay,

respectively. A clear L2L/W2W ROPI and measured overlay variation is found

in both the x- and y- directions. Budget breakdown is usually performed on

ROPI and decorrected overlay.

Fig. 2(a-b) displays the decorrected overlay and ROPI budget breakdown

result for both x- and y- direction, respectively. Budget breakdown is composed

of inter/intra field correctable errors (CE) and non-correctable errors (NCE).

There are considerable L2L and W2W 3rd and 5th order component in both the

decorrected overlay and ROPI, and the fingerprints showed in Fig. 2(c) for

each component are perfectly correlated with alignment signature as shown in

Fig. 2(d). The majority of these excursions were caused by so-called dual swirl

fingerprints, which are typically a result of inhomogeneous stress distributions

across the wafer.

B. High-order wafer alignment model(HOWA) simulation

Due to the inline 6-par model can’t cover the high-order alignment variation,

the high-order wafer alignment models from HOWA2 to HOWA5 simulation

are performed on layer n with the full map alignment marks, and the simulation

results are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear to see that the L2L/W2W overlay drops

quickly when the alignment model changes from 6-par to HOWA5, especially

when the model changes to HOWA3. It is predicted to obtain about 44%/47%

improvement when changing the alignment model from 6-par to HOWA3 in

the x- and y- directions, respectively. To balance performance and throughput,

we choose HOWA3 and further do alignment mark reduction.

C. Overlay feed-forward and feedback simulation

Correction FF strategy is one of the most used FF methods to improve L2L

overlay variation nowadays in semiconductor industry. The reported correction

FF method is more suitable for the cases when the FF target layer overlay to

the FF source layer, i.e. the FF target layer both aligns and overlay to the same

source layer. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the FF target layer n and FF source layer n-

1 overlay to the same bottom layer n-2, and we do care layer n - to - layer n-1

overlay, so the FF decorrection mode would be the suitable way.

Fig. 4(b) presents the simulation results of stacked overlay M3S of layer n

in the conditions of FB-only, correction FF mode and decorrection FP FF mode.

Compared with the FB-only mode, using the decorrection FP FF together with

FB method can make the stacked overlay M3S decrease almost 36%/22% on

x/y directions, respectively. The decorrection FP FF is the best FF mode to

control L2L variation, even though the target and source FF layer have

different alignment models.

Fig. 5 shows the OPO R2R simulation results of decorrection FP FF and FB

control strategy with applying the HOWA3 alignment model. It is interesting to

see that the decorrection FP FF and FB control strategy can still bring about

29%/13% overlay improvement on x/y directions. When compared with 6-par

FB only, HOWA3 FP FF together with FB is expected to obtain about

61%/54% overlay improvement on x/y directions, respectively. With the

implement of HOWA3, it is expected to see FB-only can reduce 45%/48% than

that of 6-par model on x/y directions, respectively.

Fig. 6 displays the real wafer overlay performance of layer n after

HOWA3+decorrection FP FF and FB control implement. L2L overlay variation

decreases significantly and the rework rate is predicted to reduce nearly 81%

comparing with that of inline FB-only control.

Fig. 5. OPO R2R simulation of FF-and-

FB, HOWA3, and HOWA3+ FF-and-

FB compared to FB only under 6-par

alignment model.

Conclusions
This paper reported a method to improve OPO for a BEOL immersion layer.

The reported OPO control method is not only limited to layer n, but also

applicable to other similar layers with the same alignment/overlay tree. The

overlay variations mainly come from wafer 3rd and 5th order terms, which

inherited from early layers. Compared with inline 6-par model, HOWA3 model

simulation shows overlay x/y 45%/48% improvement. We also demonstrate a

new FF method (pre-layer decorrection FP FF) is effective in reducing L2L

variation. The FF-and-FB method is predicted to bring overlay x/y 36%/22%

and 29%/13% improvement under 6-par and HOWA3 model, respectively.

With HOWA3 and FF-and-FB implemented, the on product wafer will show

overlay x/y 61%/54% improvement and ~81% rework rate reduction.

Fig. 6. The real wafer OVL performance

with HOWA3+decorrection FP FF and

FB control

Fig. 1. ROPI and measured overlay trend chart of layer n: (a)ROPI; (b)overlay.

Fig. 2. Decorrected process control overlay budget breakdown (a), Decorrected alignment ROPI

budget breakdown (b), overlay fingerprints of large variation components (c), and alignment

fingerprints of corresponding components(d) Note: same scale used in (a) vs. (b), and (c) vs. (d).

Fig. 3. L2L+W2W variation under different HOWA

models. Note: Alignment layout in simulation is

dense map .

Fig. 4. Layer n alignment and overlay tree (a); OPO R2R simulation of correction FF and 

decorrection FP FF (b)


